MAXIMUM MATCHING IN WEIGHTED BIPARTITE GRAPHS

Introduction. The most important algorithms for bipartite graphs maximum matching are observed. These algorithms either find maximum matching in non-
. The purpose of the article is to consider a new task setting and algorithms for maximum matching in weighted bipartite graphs as well as usage of these algorithms in fingerprints recognition. Below target settings of maximum matching in bipartite graphs, two algorithms for maximum matching in weighted bipartite graphs in new setting and examples of usage these algorithms in fingerprints recognition are considered.
TARGET SETTINGS OF MAXIMUM MATCHING IN BIPARTITE GRAPHS
Before target settings consideration let us introduce the main definitions.
Definition1. A bipartite graph
is a graph whose vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets Definition6. An M -augmenting path in G is a path whose original and terminal vertices are both M -free and whose edges are alternatively in
Definition7. Problem 1 -find one maximum matching in graph G . Definition8. Problem 2 -among all maximum matchings, choose one having maximum cost.
Definition9. Problem 3 -among all matchings having maximum cost, choose one having maximum cardinality.
In this paper three target settings of maximum matching searching in bipartite graphs are considered, the first two of which are known. The first setting (problem1) consists in finding maximum matching M in non-weighted graph that can be done by finding all M -augmenting paths in this graph. [5] in each phase finds all M -augmenting shortest paths, performs lesser number of phases ( n O ) in comparison with [2] and as a result has lesser complexity
The second setting (problem2) is due to the fact that some maximum matchings can be in graph and it is necessary to find among these matchings one having maximum cost. The third setting (problem3) is a new one and, in some sense, opposite to the second setting -it is necessary to find among all matchings having maximum cost one that is maximum in cardinality.
In this paper two algorithms for problem3 solution are proposed in the case when weight of each edge takes only one of two values, for example 0 and 1. Let MA be matchings in graph G , having maximal number of edges with weight that equals to 1. Proposed algorithms find in set MA those matching having maximum cardinality.
TWO ALGORITHMS FOR MAXIMUM MATCHING IN BIPARTITE GRAPH
be a cost function that associates each edge
with value that equals to 0 or 1. For example, cost function can be defined as
that associates each vertex with weight 0 or 1. Edge having weight that equals to 1 can be called basic or preferable. Stated above problem3 using such cost function ce is equivalent to following: find among all matchings having maximum number of basic edges one being maximum in cardinality. Let us consider two algorithms for solving this task. The first algorithm consists of the following five phases.
is detected which consists of basic edges and vertices incident to these edges. (Fig. 1, а) . In the first phase of the algorithm subgraph (Fig. 1, b) that consists of six basic edges and eight vertices incident to these edges. After the first two phases of the algorithm [5] in this subgraph matchings that consist respectively of three (Fig. 1, b) and four (Fig. 1, c) edges (shown by thick lines in Fig. 1 ) are received. Graph 2 G in this example is empty, that is why matchings 1 M (Fig. 1, c ) and 3 M (Fig. 1, d ) are the same. or is empty (stopping of algorithm). Let us consider an example of the algorithm work in input bipartite graph all ten edges of which are basic (Fig. 2, а) . Matching consisting of three edges is received after the first phase of the algorithm work (Fig. 2, b ). Four-layer graph H , constructed in the second phase, is presented in Fig. 2 ,c in which graph vertices are numerated (1-10), free vertices are shown by circles and other vertices (i.е. covered by matching) -by black spheres. The edges in graph H that belong to M -augmenting paths are shown by thick lines (Fig. 2, c) . In result of the second phase maximum matching consisting of five edges is received (Fig. 2, d ).
DFS finds all vertex-disjoint paths in graph H which have length t and do not reduce the number of basic edges in matching M . Searching of each path starts in free vertex u of the last layer given 0 ) ( >= u mdif and propagates per edges to non-used during DFS vertices in the preceding layer. Ending this search in free vertex of initial layer means that M -augmenting path is traced and will be thereafter augmented.
In the example, presented in Fig. 2 , graph G has only basic edges and all paths in graph H terminated in free vertices six or seven have the same weight ) ( p dif = 1 (Fig. 2, с) . There are four such paths but only two of them have no common vertices and are augmented. In the next example presented in Fig. 3 only six edges in graph G are basic.
There are four paths in the second phase (Fig. 3, с) having free vertices in terminal points (4-10-3-7, 4-8-1-7, 4-9-2-6 and 5-10-3-7) and path (4-10-3-7) has maximal weight that equals to 1. Other three ways (with weights 0, -1, 0) have common vertices with this path and therefore are not used. There is only one path in graph H in the next (third) phase having free terminal vertex (Fig. 3, е) .
The weight of this path is equal to -2 and it is not used because its augmentation will decrease number of basic edges in matching. Graph H in this phase has seven layers because the next eighth layer is empty. Output result of algorithm's work is the matching that consists of four edges (Fig. 3, d) .
The algorithm may be expressed in the following pseudocode. if (no layer containing w ) add w to
for (all vertices w adjacent to u using matched 
MAXIMUM MATCHING IN FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION
Algorithms for comparing fingerprints based on detection and matching of minutiae (papillary lines ends and bifurcations) are considered to be still the best, with the highest matching capability. Using these algorithms a simple rigid transformation (translating, rotating and scaling) is searched at first to align the input fingerprint Q with the template fingerprint T , each represented by its minutiae pattern. After aligning similarity measure or binary decision of whether two fingerprint images are from the same finger or not must be determined and returned. In two roughly aligned images every two minutiae
may be considered as matched (corresponding with one another) only if their distance (location and angle) is in tolerance box under known transformation. Not only pairs but often overlapped groups of closely located minutiae occur, that is why finding true minutia matching usually is not a simple task. In [12, 13] matching is searched using rather simple locally optimal algorithm, which may not so often find true matching of minutiae because of its locality. In [14] FordFulkerson algorithm for finding optimal global matching is used provided by T. Cormen et.al. [15] . This algorithm finds the maximum flow in non weighted bipartite graph with complexity
) of which correspond to minutiae in the first (second) image and each edge -to pair of vertices closely spaced after aligning (registration). In [16] finding of minutiae matching is based on searching of matching with minimal cost in weighted bipartite graph using algorithm [17] with complexity
. Algorithms [14, 16] have worse complexity in comparison with [5] that restricts their using in praxis. Another possible drawback of algorithms [12] [13] [14] is that they do not use validity data of minutiae which may be formed in process of their detection in fingerprints. In the issue spurious minutiae, having the same influence as true minutiae, may lead to errors in recognition.
One of challenges for [12] [13] [14] 16] and other minutiae-based algoritms consists in missing and spurious minutiae in fingerprint images. To reduce effect of these minutiae we propose to classify minutiae in two types (reliable and doubtful) and use weighted bipartite graph
where Q and T are sets of minutiae in input Q I and template T I images.
Therewith weight of edge
equals to 1 (reliable edge) if the following two conditions are satisfied: 1) minutiae corresponding to vertex q is considered to be reliable, because it is detected using comparatively rigorous rules and 2) distance (coordinates and angle) of minutiae q and p after aligning is in certain tolerance box. Minutiae in template image T are considered as reliable.
Maximum matching QT M in bipartite graph can be searched using one of two proposed algorithms. Similarity (matching) degree of two compared images (0-100%) can be defined as follows:
where coefficient
are numbers of edges in QT M , having weight 1 and 0; n is total number of minutiae in intersection region of these two images.
In Fig. 4 an example of closely spaced minutiae set in images Q I (four points) and T I (two points) after registration is shown: reliable (doubtful) minutiae are marked by circls (squares) and their angles are shown by arrows. All these minutiae fall into the same tolerance box shown in Fig. 4 by big circle. That is why every two minutiae in this set can be matched but the task is to find optimal matching. Similarity degree of this minutiae set defined by (1) takes the following values depending on choosing minutiae matched pairs: 66% (two pairs of matched reliable minutiae:
). Therewith maximal similarity (66%) corresponds to preferential matching of reliable minutiae using proposed algorithms. In general tolerance boxes for reliable and doubtful minutiae may have different size. Searching maximal similarity degree depending on reliability of matched minutiae seems to be positive feature in comparison with [12] [13] [14] 16] . The second example corresponds to removing of noise gaps in lines and curves in vectorized image, in particular fingerprint image. Vectorized image represents graph vertices of which correspond to ends and crossings of lines and edges -to line or curve segments in image.
Errors in gaps removing lead to spurious minutiae and hereupon to errors in fingerprints recognition. Task of gaps removing can be reduced to searching of maximum matching in weighted bipartite graph vertices of which correspond to ends of lines in image. Each edge in this graph connects two vertices if distance (location and angle) of corresponding end points is in certain tolerance box b . Therewith edge has weight that equals to 1 (basic edge) if distance of corresponding end points is in tolerance box, size of which is essentially smaller than size of b and equals to 0 otherwise. Searching of maximum matching in this graph can be carried out using one of proposed above algorithms.
Examples indicate that using of the proposed algorithms leads to increasing processing speed and reliability of fingerprint recognition. Testing software for fingerprints recognition using developed algorithms will be the next step of research.
CONCLUSIONS
New setting for finding maximum matching in bipartite graph which set of edges is splitted into two subsets is proposed: find maximum matching in this graph among all matchings having maximum cardinality in one of these subsets. Two algorithms for searching maximum matching in this setting are also proposed, which are based on using Hopcroft and Karp's algorithm and have complexity ) n m ( O . These algorithms can be modified by splitting set of edges in bipartite graph more than in two subsets. Preliminary analysis indicates that most likely using of proposed algorithms leads to the increasing processing speed and reliability of fingerprint recognition.
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